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HEY RAINMAKER COME A WAY FROM THAT MAN YOU KNOW HE'S GONNA TAKE AWAY YOUR PRO-OMISED LAND

HEY GOOD LADY HE JUST WANT WHAT YOU GOT YOU KNOW HE'LL NEVER STOP UNTIL HE'S TAKEN THE LOT

GONNA STAMP OUT YOUR FIRE HE CAN CHANGE YOUR DESIRE
DON'T YOU KNOW THAT HE CAN MAKE YOU FORGET YOU'RE A MAN
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DON'T YOU KNOW THAT HE CAN MAKE YOU FORGET YOU'RE A MAN YOU'RE A MAN HE'S A MA-AN

HEY RAINMAKER HE GOT GO-OLDEN PLANS I TELL YOU HE MAKE YOU A STRANGER I-IN YOUR LAND

HEY GOOD LADY HE GOT GOD ON HIS SIDE HE GOT A DOUBLE TONGUE YOU NEVER THINK THAT HE LIE
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